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 SUBJECTIVIST requires no 
introduction, the winner of the Ascot 
Gold Cup in 2021, as well as the Dubai 
Gold Cup in 2021 and the Prix Royal Oak 
in 2020. He is an exceptional specimen, 

roster.the to addition exciting truly and a 

Grace Skelton said, Stud Director 
‘The addition of SUBJECTIVIST to our 
Stallion Roster is a huge leap forward 
for Alne Park Stud. To stand a stallion 
of this calibre is an immense honour. 

of fee an introductory stand at will He 

this exceptional stallion in the UK 
breeders British boost to a real is 

see plenty and we hope that he will 
of support in his debut season.’

Mark Johnston said, ‘I always 
say that, when placing horses, the 

other all trumps opposition 

isn’t opposition the horse where 

that the world wasn’t a horse in 
in any or more, miles beat him at two 

need for less and less ground. There is 

be UK perhaps the Irish breeders will 
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KP PARTNERSHIP NEWS

HILE NOVEMBER was a

quiet month on the racecourse

for the partnerships, there was

much activity at Kingsley Park as partners

descended on Middleham in force for the

latest of the popular Partnership Days on

November 17 and 18.

Those partners who chose to visit the

stable on the Friday were certainly luckier

with the weather, as there was bright

winter sunshine to enjoy, while Saturday’s

visitors had to endure much wetter

conditions.

Once again, Kingsley Park’s impressive

indoor school proved invaluable as

partners were able to enjoy an under-cover

parade both of the existing partnership

horses and the new additions making up

the rosters for Kingsley Park 38, Kingsley

Park 39 – Gold, and Kingsley Park 40 –

Ready To Run.

After the partners had assembled and

enjoyed a welcome hot drink, Charlie

Johnston gave a detailed and

comprehensive

review of how each

partnership horse had

performed in 2023,

summarising

performances, talking

through issues, and,

where appropriate,

giving a rough idea

of when partners

might expect to see

horses back on the

track. 

His father Mark

then ran through the

finances of each

partnership, and

joined Charlie in

discussing some of the issues that arose

from looking at the pedigrees of the

horses, e.g. fashionable or unfashionable

sires, the produce of older mares and

thoughts about first foals.

In discussing the horses allocated to the

new partnerships, it was clear Charlie and

Mark were enthusiastic about their

purchases. Mark spoke favourably about

KP 38’s Saxon Warrior colt out of

Spinacre, whom he described as

‘physically, a lovely horse’, confessing

that ‘I’d have paid an awful lot more for

him than I did.’ Charlie was keen on KP

39’s Lope De Vega colt out of Asyad. ‘I

think he’s an absolute belter,’ Charlie told

his audience on Saturday morning. 

Regarding KP 40, Charlie commented

that Hope You Can Run might only require

a small step up on his existing form to

become a real ‘Saturday’ horse.

Once the horses exited the school, Mark

and Charlie answered any questions before

all repaired to the hospitality suite for an

excellent buffet lunch.

KP 38’s Saxon Warrior colt out of Spinacre
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HARES IN our new partnership offers are selling well

but we still have a number of places available in each

of KP 38, KP 39 – Gold and KP 40 – Ready To Run.

Past experience tells us that shares in the Ready To Run

partnership will sell quickly. As the name implies, this

partnership is designed to deliver ready-made runners who

have already demonstrated their ability on the track. Last

year’s partnership saw Outbreak land two decent handicap

wins, and take the partners to Royal Ascot and the Qatar

Goodwood Festival.

KP 38 and 39 both operate on our tried and tested ‘three

horses to run over two seasons’ basis. To date, this has proved

both a popular and effective model as, in the vast majority of

cases, even if a horse, or horses, picks up an injury there is

still another representative to race for the partnerships.

To date in 2023, the partnerships as whole have chalked up

17 wins. Why not join the winning team now? We’d love to

see you.

Shares still available in the newly launched Kingsley Park partnerships

Viewing the horses
on Partners’ Days

KP 40’s Hope You Can RunKP 39-Gold’s Lope De Vega colt out of Asyad
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